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THE ROLE OF IMAGE REGISTRATION IN BRAIN MAPPING 
 

Arthur W. Toga and Paul Thompson 
 
 
I.  Introduction  
 
Image registration is a prerequisite to numerous imaging applications in the neurosciences. Registration is 
required for three dimensional reconstruction, multimodality image mappings, atlas construction and arithmetic 
operations such as image averaging, subtraction and correlation.  Physical sectioning procedures, unlike various 
tomographic imaging techniques, also require additional superpositioning schemes to register serial sections.  
Since the mid 1980's investigators have used several approaches, with varying degrees of manual interaction, to 
perform image registration.  These approaches use either information obtained about the shape and topology of 
objects in the image, or the presumed consistency in the intensity information from one slice to its immediate 
neighbor or from one brain or image set to another.  
 
Registration algorithms have a powerful range of applications when used in conjunction with a brain atlas. 
Digital atlases of the brain, which represent anatomy in a 3-dimensional coordinate system, are fundamental in 
brain mapping. Atlases define the brain’s spatial characteristics: where is a given structure; relative to what other 
features; what are its shape and characteristics and how do we refer to it?  Where is this region of functional 
activation?  How different is this brain compared with a normal database?  An atlas allows us to answer these and 
related questions quantitatively. 
 
II.  Brain Atlases   
 
Brain atlases are built from one or more representations of brain (Toga and Mazziotta, 1996).  They describe one or 
more aspects of brain structure and/or function and their relationships after applying appropriate registration and 
warping strategies (Toga, 1998), indexing schemes and nomenclature systems.  Atlases made from multiple 
modalities and individuals provide the capability to describe image data with statistical and visual power. 
 
Atlases have enabled a tremendous increase in the number of investigations focusing on the structural and 
functional organization of the brain.  In humans and other species, the brain’s complexity and variability across 
subjects is so great that reliance on atlases is essential to manipulate, analyze and interpret brain data effectively.  
 
Central to these tasks is registration. Design of appropriate reference systems for brain data presents considerable 
challenges, since these systems must capture how brain structure and function vary in large populations, across age 
and gender, in different disease states, across imaging modalities, and even across species. 
 
There are many examples of brain atlases.  Initially intended to catalog morphological descriptions, today there is 
considerable diversity in composition and intent.  There are atlases of brain structure based upon 3D tomographic 
images (Damasio, 1995; Kikinis et al., 1996), anatomic specimens (Talairach et al., 1967; Schaltenbrand and 
Wahren, 1977; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Ono et al., 1990; Duvernoy, 1991) and a variety of histologic 
preparations that reveal regional cytoarchitecture (Brodmann, 1909).  There are atlases that include regional 
molecular content such as myelination patterns (Smith, 1907; Mai et al., 1997), receptor binding sites (Geyer et al., 
1997), protein densities and mRNA distributions. Other brain atlases describe function, quantified by positron 
emission tomography (PET; Minoshima et al., 1994), functional MRI (Le Bihan, 1996) or electrophysiology (Avoli 
et al., 1991; Palovcik et al., 1992). Others represent neuronal connectivity and circuitry (Van Essen and Maunsell, 
1983) based on compilations of empirical evidence (Brodmann, 1909; Berger, 1929; Penfield and Boldrey, 1937).  
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While the differences among these examples help provide a comprehensive view of brain structure and function 
collectively, none is inherently compatible with any other. Without appropriate registration and warping strategies, 
these brain maps will remain as individual and independent efforts, and the correlative potential of the many 
diverse mapping approaches will not be achieved. 
 
Since there is neither a single representative brain nor a simple method to construct an average anatomy or to 
represent the complex variations around it, the construction of brain atlases to represent large human populations 
has become a major research focus (Mazziotta et al., 1995).  Population-based atlases can be used to guide 
knowledge-based image analysis algorithms, and can even support pathology detection in individual subjects or 
groups.  Single modality atlases may also be insufficient, because of the need to establish the relationship between 
different measurements of anatomy and physiology. In response to these challenges, multi-modality atlases 
combine detailed structural maps from multiple imaging sensors in the same 3D coordinate space. Figure 1 shows a 
multi-modality atlas of the brain in Alzheimer’s disease, which uses elastic warping to register post mortem 
biochemical maps with in vivo structural and metabolic data from many subjects (Mega et al., 1997, 1999; 
Thompson et al., 2000). Anatomic labels can also be used to identify the source of functional activation sites, for 
example, helping in the analysis of metabolic or functional studies based on PET or functional MRI (Seitz et al., 
1990; Evans et al., 1991; Lehmann et al., 1991; Tiede et al., 1993; Ingvar et al., 1994).  Multi-modal atlases 
provide the best of all worlds, offering a realistically complex representation of brain morphology and function in 
its full spatial and multi-dimensional complexity. 
 
Due to individual variations in anatomy among normal subjects, early registration approaches used proportional 
scaling systems to reference a given brain to an atlas brain (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). More sophisticated 
elastic or fluid transformations, involving local matching, are rapidly becoming commonplace (Toga, 1998). These 
approaches locally deform a digital atlas to reflect the anatomy of new subjects, or deform an individual’s anatomy 
to match an atlas.  
 
III. Coordinate Systems  
 
The coordinate system used to equate brain topology with an index must include carefully selected features 
common to all brains. Further, these features must be readily identifiable and sufficiently distributed anatomically 
to avoid bias. Once defined, rigorous systems for matching, or spatially normalizing a brain to this coordinate 
system must be developed.  This allows individual data to be transformed to match the space occupied by the atlas. 
In the Talairach stereotaxic system (Talairach et al., 1967; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), piecewise affine 
transformations are applied to 12 rectangular regions of brain, defined by vectors from the anterior and posterior 
commissures to the extrema of the cortex. These transformations re-position the anterior commissure of the 
subject’s scan at the origin of the 3D coordinate space, vertically align the interhemispheric plane, and horizontally 
orient the line connecting the two commissures.  Each point in the incoming brain image, after it is registered into 
the atlas space, is labeled by an (x,y,z) address indexed to the atlas brain. Although originally developed to help 
interpret brain stem and ventricular studies acquired using pneumoencephalography (Talairach et al., 1967), the 
Talairach stereotaxic system rapidly became an international standard for reporting functional activation sites in 
PET studies, allowing researchers to compare and contrast results from different laboratories (Fox et al., 1985, 
1988; Friston et al., 1989, 1991).  
 
IV. Registration 
 
Registration is not as simple as equating the origin of similar coordinate systems.  Rather, registration must 
accommodate diverse types of image data, each with different spatial scales and extents of coverage.  Registration 
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is also needed to compare one brain atlas with another. The success of any brain atlas depends on how well the 
anatomies of individual subjects match the representation of anatomy in the atlas.  While registration can bring the 
individual into correspondence with the atlas, and a common coordinate system enables the pooling of activation 
data and multi-subject comparisons, the accuracy and utility of the atlas is equally dependent on the anatomical 
template itself (Roland and Zilles, 1994).  The Talairach templates were based on post mortem sections of a 60 
year-old female subject’s brain, which clearly did not reflect the in vivo anatomy of subjects in activation studies. 
The atlas plates were also compromised by a variable slice separation (3 to 4 mm), and data from orthogonal planes 
were inconsistent. To address these limitations, a composite MRI dataset was constructed from several hundred 
young normal subjects (239 males, 66 females; age: 23.4±4.1 years) whose scans were individually registered into 
the Talairach system by linear transformation, intensity normalized, and averaged on a voxel-by-voxel basis (Evans 
et al., 1992, 1994). Although the resulting average brain has regions where individual structures are blurred due to 
spatial variability in the population (Evans et al., 1992; 1994), the effect of anatomical variability in different brain 
areas is illustrated qualitatively by this map. Meanwhile, automated methods were rapidly being developed to 
register new MRI and PET data into a common space (see West et al., 1997, Maintz and Viergever, 1998, for a 
comparative study and a review). These algorithms could be used to optimally align new MR data with the 
template by maximizing a measure of intensity similarity, such as 3D cross-correlation (Collins et al., 1994,1995), 
ratio image uniformity (Woods et al., 1992), or mutual information (Viola et al., 1995; Collignon et al., 1995; 
Wells et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1997). Mutual information has also been shown to be a powerful registration metric 
when there is only a statistical dependency, rather than a direct linear relation, between the intensities of the images 
being aligned (Collignon et al., 1995). Any alignment transformation defined for one modality, such as MRI, can 
be identically applied to another modality, such as PET, if a previous cross-modality intrasubject registration has 
been performed (Woods et al., 1993). For the first time then, PET data could be mapped into stereotaxic space via 
a correlated MR dataset (Woods et al., 1993; Evans et al., 1994). Registration algorithms therefore made it feasible 
to automatically map data from a variety of modalities (such as those in Figure 1) into an atlas coordinate space 
based directly on the Talairach reference system.  
 
V. Deformable Brain Atlases 
 
Anatomic Variability. The use of spatial normalization schemes based upon deep white matter features (the AC 
and PC), such as outlined above, will never completely accommodate the most variable of brain structures, the 
cortex. The cortex is also the site of interest for most functional activation studies.  Considerable normal variation 
in sulcal geometry are well-documented in primary motor, somatosensory and auditory cortex (Missir et al., 1989; 
Rademacher et al., 1993), primary and association visual cortex (Stensaas et al., 1974), frontal and pre-frontal areas 
(Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995), and lateral perisylvian cortex (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968; Steinmetz 
et al., 1989,1990; Ono et al., 1990). More recent 3D analyses of anatomic variability, based on post mortem and 
normal and diseased populations in vivo, have found a highly heterogeneous pattern of anatomic variation 
(Thompson et al., 1996, 1998, 1999). Figure 2 shows average anatomical maps of the lateral ventricles, based on 
averaging surface models from 10 patients with Alzheimer’s disease and 10 demographically matched control 
subjects. The color code shows heterogeneous profiles of variability across the ventricles. Still greater variability is 
apparent in Figure 3, when surface models of the cortical sulci are compared. This variability is so great that 
anatomical models must often be averaged across subjects to identify typical patterns of asymmetry, variability, and 
displacement within and between groups.  
 
Given this complex structural variability between normal individuals, and particularly between different 
populations (healthy and diseased), a fixed brain atlas may fail to serve as a faithful representation of every brain 
(Roland and Zilles, 1994; Mazziotta et al., 1995). Since no two brains are the same, this presents a challenge for 
attempts to create standardized atlases. Even in the absence of any pathology, brain structures vary between 
individuals in every metric; shape, size, position and orientation relative to each other. Such normal variations have 
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complicated the goals of comparing functional and anatomic data from many subjects (Rademacher et al., 1993; 
Roland and Zilles, 1994).  
 
Numerous studies have measured how severe the inter-subject variations in anatomy are, even after transforming 
individual anatomic data into the Talairach stereotaxic system (Fig. 2,3). Clearly, direct averaging of digital brain 
maps, after transformation to a common 3D coordinate space, is only valid if homologous cortical regions in 
different subjects have been brought into register by the registration transform. The most severe challenge occurs 
when the topology itself is undergoing considerable dynamic change due to development or degeneration, for 
example.  Direct digital subtraction of stereotaxic functional maps in studies of diseases (such as dementia) may 
lead to spurious results: maps of apparent significance may reflect differences which are anatomic, rather than 
functional, in character (Meltzer and Frost, 1994; Woods, 1996). These difficulties have led to the suggestion that 
direct reference to the sulci that frame architectonic fields may present a more reliable basis for functional mapping 
than reference to a single standard or idealized brain (Steinmetz et al., 1990; Watson et al., 1993; Rademacher et 
al., 1993; Thompson et al., 1996, 1998, 1999).  
  
VI. Warping 
 
The fact that the Talairach brain fails to match individual scans stems partly from two facts.  First, Talairach 
registration is only based on linear transformations (rotation, scaling, translation).  Second, the origin of the 
coordinate system was selected to solve mapping and localization problems deep in the brain where individual 
variability is relatively low. 
 
Atlases can be greatly improved if they are elastically deformed to fit a new image set from an incoming subject. 
Local warping transformations (including local dilations, contractions and shearing) can adapt the shape of a digital 
atlas to reflect the anatomy of an individual subject, producing an individualized brain atlas. Figure 4 shows a 
deformable cryosection atlas, which is adapted using surface-based elastic warping to match the anatomy of an 
individual patient (Thompson et al., 1998). Introduced by Bajcsy and colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania 
(Broit, 1981; Bajcsy and Kovacic, 1989; Gee et al., 1993, 1995), this approach was adopted by the Karolinska 
Brain Atlas Program (Seitz et al., 1990; Thurfjell et al., 1993; Ingvar et al., 1994), where warping transformations 
are applied to a digital cryosection atlas to adapt it to individual CT or MR data and co-registered functional scans.  
 
Image warping algorithms, specifically designed to handle 3D neuroanatomic data (Christensen et al., 1993; 1996; 
Collins et al., 1994, 1995; Thirion, 1995; Rabbitt et al., 1995; Davatzikos, 1996; Thompson and Toga, 1996; Bro-
Nielsen and Gramkow, 1996; Schormann et al., 1996; Ashburner et al., 1997; Woods et al., 1998; Gabrani and 
Tretiak, 1999; Kjems et al., 1999; Lester et al., 1999) can transfer all the information in a 3D digital brain atlas 
onto the scan of any given subject, while respecting the intricate patterns of structural variation in their anatomy. 
These transformations must allow any segment of the atlas anatomy to grow, shrink, twist and rotate, to produce a 
transformation that encodes local differences in topography from one individual to another. Deformable atlases 
(Seitz et al., 1990; Evans et al., 1991; Miller et al., 1993; Gee et al., 1993; Christensen et al., 1993; Sandor and 
Leahy, 1994; 1995; Rizzo et al., 1995) resulting from these transformations can carry 3D maps of functional and 
vascular territories into the coordinate system of different subjects.  The transformations also can be used to equate 
information on different tissue types, boundaries of cytoarchitectonic fields and their neurochemical composition.  
 
Warping algorithms calculate a 3D deformation field which can be used to non-linearly register one brain with 
another (or with a neuroanatomic atlas). The resultant deformation fields can subsequently be used to transfer 
physiologic data from different individuals to a single anatomic template. Functional data from different subjects 
can then be compared and integrated in a context where confounding effects of anatomical shape differences are 
factored out. Non-linear registration algorithms therefore support the integration of multi-subject brain data in a 
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stereotaxic framework, and are increasingly used in functional image analysis packages (Seitz et al., 1990; Friston 
et al., 1995).  
 
Any successful warping transform for cross-subject registration of brain data must be high-dimensional, to 
accommodate fine anatomic variations (Christensen et al., 1996; Thompson and Toga, 1998). This warping is 
required to bring the atlas anatomy into structural correspondence with the target scan at a very local level. Another 
difficulty arises from the fact that the topology and connectivity of the deforming atlas have to be maintained under 
these complex transforms. This is difficult to achieve in traditional image warping manipulations (Christensen et 
al., 1995; Dupuis et al., 1998). Physical continuum models of the deformation address these difficulties by 
considering the deforming atlas image to be embedded in a three-dimensional deformable medium, which can be 
either an elastic material or a viscous fluid. The medium is subjected to certain distributed internal forces, which 
reconfigure the medium and eventually lead the image to match the target. These forces can be based 
mathematically on the local intensity patterns in the datasets, with local forces designed to match image regions of 
similar intensity. 
 
Model-Driven Registration. To guide the mapping of an atlas onto an individual, higher-level structural 
information can be invoked to guarantee the biological validity of the resulting transform (Thompson and Toga, 
1996, 1999; Davatzikos, 1996; Collins et al., 1996). In one approach (Thompson and Toga, 1996) anatomic 
surfaces, curves and points are extracted (with a combination of automatic and manual methods), and forced to 
match. Figure 5 illistrates this approach in 2D, where stained histologic sections are elastically reconfigured into 
their original morphology in the cryosection blockface (Thompson and Toga, 1998). In 3D, the procedure 
calculates the volumetric warp of one brain image into the shape of another, by calculating the deformation field 
required to elastically transform functionally important surfaces in one brain into precise structural correspondence 
with their counterparts in a target brain. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 4. The scheme involves the 
determination of several model surfaces, a warp between these surfaces, and the construction of a volumetric warp 
from the surface warp (Thompson et al., 1999).  
 
Model-driven warping algorithms perform well when warping neuroanatomic data not only between subjects but 
also between modalities. This presents new opportunities to transfer cytoarchitectural and neurochemical maps 
from high-resolution 3D cryosection data (Toga, 1994) onto in vivo functional scans, and digitally correlate the 
resulting maps within a stereotaxic atlas space. Recent studies have used deformable registration to correlate 
histologic markers of Alzheimer’s Disease with metabolic PET signals in vivo, while correcting for tissue 
deformation due to post mortem changes and histologic processing (Mega et al., 1997; Fig. 5). Deformable atlas 
approaches offer a powerful means to transfer multi-modal 3D maps of functional and neurochemical territories 
between individuals and neuroanatomic atlases, respecting complex differences in the topography of the cortex and 
deep anatomic systems. These algorithms can also be applied to high-resolution brain atlases based on 3D digital 
cryosection images, to produce flexible high-resolution templates of neuroanatomy that can be adapted to reflect 
individual subjects’ anatomy (Toga, 1994; Toga et al., 1994; Toga and Thompson, 1997). 
 
Automated deformable atlases promise to have considerable impact on clinical and research imaging applications. 
Atlas deformations can carry pre-segmented digital anatomic models, defined in atlas space, into new patients’ 
scans, automatically labeling their anatomy (Collins et al., 1995). Non-linear registration of 3D geometric atlases 
onto individual datasets has been used to support automated brain structure labeling for hippocampal morphometry 
(Haller et al., 1997), analysis of subcortical structure volumes in schizophrenia (Iosifescu et al., 1997), estimation 
of structural variation in normal and diseased populations (Collins et al., 1994; Thompson et al., 1997), and 
segmentation and classification of multiple sclerosis lesions (Warfield et al., 1995). Projection of digital anatomic 
models into PET data can also serve to define regions of interest for quantitative calculations of regional cerebral 
blood flow (Ingvar et al., 1994).  
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VII. Encoding Structural Variability in Human Populations  
 
Deformable registration algorithms produce extremely detailed 3D maps of regional differences that can be used to 
investigate dynamic structure alterations in disease or brain development. The complex profiles of dilation and 
contraction required to warp a digital atlas onto a new subject's brain provide an index of the anatomical shape 
differences between that subject's brain and the atlas (Bookstein, 1989, 1997; Davatzikos et al., 1996; Subsol et al., 
1997; Thompson and Toga, 1997). Atlas deformation maps offer a framework for pathology detection (Thompson 
et al., 1997; Bookstein, 1997; Thompson and Toga, 1998; Grenander and Miller, 1998), identification of gender-
specific anatomic patterns (Davatzikos, 1996), and mapping of dynamic patterns of structural change in 
neurodevelopmental and degenerative disease processes (Toga et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 2000).  
 
As noted earlier, due to pronounced anatomic variability between individual human brains, any atlas or clinical 
diagnostic system based on a single subject’s anatomy cannot succeed fully. A deformable brain atlas counteracts 
some of the limitations of a fixed atlas by using mathematically flexible transformations. Nonetheless, its success is 
still based on the premise that brains resemble a prototypical template of anatomy, and can be produced by 
continuously deforming it. 
 
Atlasing considerations suggest that a statistical confidence limit, rather than an absolute representation of 
neuroanatomy, may be more appropriate for representing particular subpopulations.  Methods to create 
probabilistic brain atlases currently fall into three major categories, each differing slightly in its conceptual 
foundations. The three methods are: intensity-based, label-based, and deformation-based approaches. 
 
1. Intensity-Based Approaches.  Initial approaches to population-based atlasing concentrated on generating 
average representations of anatomy by intensity averaging of multiple MRI scans (Evans et al., 1992; Andreasen 
et al., 1994). The average that results has large areas, especially at the cortex, where individual structures are 
blurred due to spatial variability in the population. Figure 6 shows typical cross-sections from this average 
intensity dataset. Because the gyral patterns are not locally registered, the resulting average brain also tends to 
exceed the average dimensions of the component brain images. The templates can, however, be used as targets 
for automated registration, and assist in mapping MR and co-registered functional data into stereotaxic space 
(Evans et al., 1994).  
 
Since intensity averaging after linear registration washes away the gyral features of the cortex (Fig. 6), higher-
order registration can be used to produce a better-resolved template. By averaging geometric and intensity 
features separately (Thompson et al., 1999, 2000; cf. Ge et al., 1994; Bookstein, 1997; Grenander and Miller, 
1998), a template can be made with the mean intensity and geometry for a specific population. Briefly, an initial 
image template for the group is constructed by (1) using automated linear transformations (Woods et al., 1993) to 
align the MRI data with a randomly selected image, (2) intensity-averaging the aligned scans, and then (3) 
recursively re-registering the scans to the resulting average affine image. The resulting average image is then 
adjusted to have the mean affine shape for the group (Woods et al., 1998). This step defines the global shape of 
the template, and uses matrix exponentiation to define average transformations. Briefly, at each round of 
registrations, all affine transformations mapping individuals to the current registration target are collected, and the 
arithmetic mean of their matrix logarithms is computed; using matrix exponentiation, an average transformation 
is recovered. By concatenating the inverse of this transform with the individual transforms, each individual image 
can be transformed into register with the others, while assuming the average global shape and scale for the group. 
At each pass of this procedure, which takes several iterations, intensities of the aligned scans are averaged voxel-
by-voxel. 
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After this initial affine alignment, surface-based elastic transformations, with millions of degrees of freedom, can 
be used to reconfigure each subject’s 3D image into the average anatomic configuration for the group. Note that 
if nonlinear registration were being used to align every scan to a single individual image, there would not be any 
average geometry, but just the geometry of the target image. Instead, surface-based nonlinear registration is used 
to align each scan with an average set of anatomical models. Unlike in the case of intensity-based registration, 
there are no intensities in the target scan, just an average set of models. These models define the average 
geometry for the group, for a wide range of anatomic systems. Because every scan is mapped into exact structural 
registration with this set of average models, the resulting average image (and in fact the individual reconfigured 
images) have the average regional geometry for the group.    
 
By averaging the reconfigured images (after intensity normalization), a group average image is created with (1) 
the mean global geometry (Woods et al., 1998), (2) the mean regional geometry (Thompson et al., 2000), and (3) 
the mean image intensity for the group. This final step produces a crisp image template to represent the average 
anatomy of the group (Fig. 6). Note the better-resolved cortical features in the average images after high-
dimensional cortical registration. By explicitly computing matching fields that relate gyral patterns across 
subjects, a well-resolved and spatially consistent set of probabilistic anatomical models and average images can 
be made to represent the average anatomy and its variation in a subpopulation (Thompson et al., 1999). These 
high-dimensional brain templates can serve as the foundation for population-based disease-specific atlases (e.g., 
Fig. 1; Thompson et al., 2000).  
 
2. Label-Based Approaches.  In label-based approaches (Evans et al., 1994; also known as SPAM approaches, 
short for statistical/probabilistic anatomy maps), large ensembles of brain data are manually labeled, or 
‘segmented’, into sub-volumes, after registration into stereotaxic space. A probability map is then constructed for 
each segmented structure, by determining the proportion of subjects assigned a given anatomic label at each voxel 
position (Evans et al., 1994; Otaky et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1996). The information which these probability maps 
provide on the location of various tissue classes in stereotaxic space has been useful in designing automated tissue 
classifiers and approaches to correct radio-frequency and intensity inhomogeneities in MR scans (Zijdenbos and 
Dawant, 1994). In our laboratory, we have also used SPAM probabilistic maps to constrain the search space for 
significant activations in PET and SPECT imaging experiments (Mega et al., 1998; Dinov et al., 1999), and to 
detect regional patterns of gray matter loss during late brain development (Sowell et al., 1999). 
 
3. Deformation-Based Approaches.  As noted earlier, when applied to two different 3D brain scans, a non-
linear registration calculates a deformation map (Fig. 5, 7) that matches brain structures in one scan with their 
counterparts in the other. In probabilistic atlases based on deformation maps (Thompson and Toga, 1997, 1998; 
Thompson et al., 1997), statistical properties of these deformation maps are encoded locally to determine the 
magnitude and directional biases of anatomic variation. Figure 7 shows a computational approach which measures 
differences in cortical patterning using complex shape deformations (Thompson et al., 1996, 1997, 2000; see next 
section for details). Encoding of local variation can then be used to assess the severity of structural variants outside 
of the normal range, which may be a sign of disease (Thompson et al., 1997; see Section IX). A major goal in 
designing this type of pathology detection system is to recognize that both the magnitude and local directional 
biases of structural variability in the brain may be different at every single anatomic point (Thompson et al., 1996). 
In contrast to the intensity averaging of other current approaches (Evans et al., 1992; Andreasen et al., 1994), an 
anisotropic random vector field framework is introduced to encode directional biases in anatomic variability and 
map out abnormalities in new subjects (Thompson et al., 1997).  
 
The three major approaches for probabilistic atlas construction differ only in the attribute whose statistical 
distribution is modeled and analyzed. Random vector fields (i.e., vector distributions of deformation vectors at each 
point in space) are analyzed in approaches based on deformation maps, while random scalar fields are used to 
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model MR intensity statistics in the density-based approach, and to model the incidence of binary labels in space in 
the label-based approach. 
 
VIII. Registration of Cortical Patterns 
 
Cortical morphology is notoriously complex, and presents unique challenges in anatomic modeling investigations. 
In response to these challenges, much research has been devoted to developing cortical parameterization and 
flattening algorithms. These methods optimally transform maps of cortical features onto a simpler, non-convoluted 
surface such as a 2D plane (Van Essen and Maunsell, 1980; Carman et al., 1995; Schwartz and Merker, 1986; 
Drury et al., 1996; Drury and Van Essen, 1997), an ellipsoid (Dale and Sereno, 1993; Sereno et al., 1996) or a 
sphere (Davatzikos, 1996; Thompson et al., 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999; Fischl et al., 1999). Figure 7 shows examples 
of these types of maps, with color fields imposed (Thompson and Toga, 1997) to retain 3-dimensional information 
on cortical geometry.  
 
Warping the Cerebral Cortex.  Despite the advantages provided by transformations that simplify its geometry, 
the cortical surface presents challenges for all registration algorithms that strive to match the anatomy of one 
subject with another. The need to make comparative measurements at the cortex across subjects requires a surface-
to-surface warp which not only matches overall cortical geometry, but also enforces point-to-point correspondence 
to a higher degree. Specialized approaches have been developed to match cortical regions, so that networks of sulci 
and gyri are individually matched (Fig. 7; Thompson and Toga, 1996, 1998). Unfortunately, differences in the 
serial organization of cortical gyri prevent exact gyrus-by-gyrus matching of one cortex with another. Some cortical 
areas are particularly subject to variations in the incidence and topology of accessory gyri, and one subject may 
have two or three gyri where one gyrus is found in another subject. This feature is especially notable in studies of 
paracingulate and temporo-parietal regions, in particular the planum temporale and posterior perisylvian areas 
which form a critical part of the language representation of the left hemisphere (Ono et al., 1990; Paus et al., 1996; 
Leonard, 1996). Nonetheless, an important intermediate goal in cortical registration has been to match a 
comprehensive network of sulcal and gyral elements that are consistent in their incidence and topology across 
subjects (Ono et al., 1990; Leonard et al., 1996; see Appendix for details).  
 
Metrical Adjustments. In cortical registration, planar (or spherical) maps serve as proxies for the cortex, easing 
the computation of the surface mappings (Fig. 7). However, different amounts of local dilation and contraction 
are required to transform the cortex onto these simpler 2-parameter surfaces. In the covariant tensor approach 
(Thompson and Toga, 1998), exact information on these metric alterations is stored in the metric tensor of the 
mapping, gjk(r). In the subsequent matching procedure, correction terms (Christoffel symbols, ΓΓΓΓ i

jk) make the 
necessary adjustments for fluctuations in the metric tensor of the mapping procedure. Since metric distortions 
caused by mappings to spheres or planes can always be encoded as a metric tensor field, a covariant approach 
supports comparisons of cortical data using either flattened or spherical maps. In the partial differential equation 
formulation (1), we replace L by the covariant differential operator L‡. In L‡, all L’s partial derivatives are 
replaced with covariant derivatives. These covariant derivatives are defined with respect to the metric tensor of 
the surface domain where calculations are performed (see Appendix). With this mathematical adjustment, we 
eliminate the confounding effects of metric distortions that necessarily occur during the mapping procedure. The 
resulting cortical matching field is independent of the auxiliary mappings (spherical or planar) used to extract it. 
 
Retention of 3D Cortical Information. To ensure that each subject’s spherical map can be converted back into 
a 3D cortical model, cortical surface point position vectors in 3D stereotaxic space are represented on the sphere 
using a color-code (at 16 bits per channel). This forms an image of the parameter space in RGB color image 
format (Fig. 7,8; Thompson and Toga, 1997). To find good matches between cortical regions in different 
subjects, we first derive a color image map for each respective surface model, and transfer the entire network of 
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sulcal curves back onto it. After performing the matching process using a flow in the parametric space (Fig. 7), 
the corresponding 3D mapping is recovered, carrying one cortex onto another.  
 
Alignment of Cortical Patterns.  Figure 8 shows the appearance of the maps in the software used to 
perform the alignment of cortical patterns. Both Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d) show a color field representing cortical 
positions for the same subject, but in Fig. 8(d) this color field has been warped so that curved anatomic features 
in this individual occur at pre-defined parameter locations in the parameter space. These locations are defined to 
be the average parameter locations for the group at which this curved feature occurs. In other words, color maps 
represent the 3D cortical geometry of each individual. When these color maps are warped (Fig. 8(d)), they still 
represent the same cortical geometry (Fig. 8(f)) of that same individual, but the parameter locations that index 
given anatomical landmarks in the folded brain surface have been adjusted. The adjustment assigns to each 
landmark in the folded brain surface a parameter pair that is consistent across subjects. By doing this, 
corresponding cortical features can be accessed in each subject by referring to the adjusted parametric 
coordinates. Note that the initial color field (Fig. 8(c)) for the individual subject is much smoother than the 
warped color field (Fig. 8(d)), because the initial surface parameterization (Fig. 8(c),(e))corresponds to the 
minimum energy configuration of a deformable surface, which tends to equalize the edge lengths and size of the 
surface tiles (Fig. 8(e); MacDonald et al., 1993, 1998). The adjusted parameterization (Fig. 8(f)) is less smooth, 
i.e. its spatial derivatives are more variable, since there are additional anatomic constraints on the 
parameterization. Nonetheless, a minimally distorted parameterization can still be obtained by defining a 
covariant differential operator or a variational measure of distortion (see Appendix). The parameterization that 
minimizes this distortion measure, while enforcing the anatomic boundary conditions, can be obtained as the 
solution to the associated system of partial differential equations (see Appendix, and Thompson et al., 2000a,b). 
 
Note that the parameter space can be displayed in planar format for easier manipulation. In practice, 
corresponding 3D models are recovered from the warped color maps (Fig. 8(e), (f)) allowing the user to confirm 
that the surface mesh has adapted accurately to anatomical landmarks in different subjects.    
 
IX. Cortical Averaging  
 
The warping field deforming one cortex into gyral correspondence with another can also be used to create an 
average model of the cortex. To do this, all 36 gyral curves for all subjects are first transferred to the spherical 
parameter space. Next, each curve is uniformly re-parameterized to produce a regular curve of 100 points on the 
sphere whose corresponding 3D locations are uniformly spaced. A set of 36 average gyral curves for the group is 
created by vector averaging all point locations on each curve. This average curve template (curves in Fig. 8(b)) 
serves as the target for alignment of individual cortical patterns (cf. Fischl et al., 1999). Each individual cortical 
pattern is transformed into the average curve configuration using a flow field within the spherical map (Fig. 
8(a),(b); cf. Bakircioglu et al., 1999). By carrying a color code (that indexes 3D locations) along with the vector 
flow that aligns each individual with the average folding pattern, information can be recovered at a particular 
location in the average folding pattern (Fig. 8(d)) specifying the 3D cortical points mapping each subject to the 
average. This produces a new coordinate grid on a given subject’s cortex (Fig. 8(f)) in which particular grid-
points appear in the same location across subjects relative to the mean gyral pattern. By averaging these 3D 
positions across subjects, an average 3D cortical model can be constructed for the group. An example of this type 
of cortical average, based on 9 cognitively matched subjects with Alzheimer’s disease, is shown in Figure 9 
(bottom row; Thompson et al., 2000). The resulting mapping is guaranteed to average together all points falling 
on the same cortical locations across the set of brains, and ensures that corresponding features are averaged 
together. 
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Cortical Variability. By using the color code (Fig. 7(d)) to identify original cortical locations in 3D space 
(Fig. 7(f)), displacement fields can be recovered mapping each patient into gyrus-by-gyrus correspondence with 
the average cortex. Figure 10 shows an example of this type of displacement field. Anatomic variability is then 
defined at each point on the average cortex as the root mean square (r.m.s.) magnitude of the 3D displacement 
vectors, assigned to each point, in the surface maps driving individuals onto the group average (Thompson et al., 
1996a,b, 1997, 1999). A typical variability pattern (based on 26 subjects) is visualized as a color-coded map in 
Figure 11 (Thompson et al., 2000). 
 
Overall, variability values rise sharply (Fig. 11) from 4-5 mm in primary motor cortex to localized peaks of 
maximal variability in posterior perisylvian zones and superior frontal association cortex (16-18 mm). The region 
of maximal variability, in temporal cortex, is tightly linked with the location of human visual area MT (or V5; 
Watson et al., 1993). This suggests that extreme caution is necessary when referring to activation foci in this 
important area using stereotaxic coordinates, unless a non-linear registration approach is employed. The overall 
patterns of variation corroborate recent volumetric findings based on a fine-scale parcellation of the cortex 
(Kennedy et al., 1998), and suggest a greater morphologic individuality in cortical regions that are 
phylogenetically more recent. 
 
Tensor Maps of Directional Variation.   Structures do not vary to the same degree in every coordinate 
direction (Thompson et al., 1996), and even these directional biases vary by cortical system. The principal 
directions of anatomic variability in a group can be shown in a tensor map (Figs. 12 and 13). The maps have two 
uses. First, they make it easier to detect anomalies, which may be small in magnitude but in an unusual direction 
(see Section IX). Second, they significantly increase the information content of Bayesian priors used for 
automated structure extraction and identification (Gee et al., 1995; Mangin et al., 1995; Royackkers et al., 1996; 
Pitiot et al., 1999).  
 
Figure 12 shows a tensor map of variability for normal subjects, after mapping 20 elderly subjects’ data into 
Talairach space (all right handed, 10 males, 10 females). Rectangular glyphs indicate the principal directions of 
variation - they are most elongated along directions where anatomic variation is greatest across subjects. Each 
glyph represents the quadratic form determined by the covariance tensor of the vector fields that map individual 
subjects onto their group average (Thompson et al., 1997, 2000). Because gyral patterns constrain the mappings, 
the fields reflect variations in cortical organization at a more local level than can be achieved by only matching 
global cortical geometry. Note the elongated glyphs in anterior temporal cortex, and the very low variability (in 
any direction) in entorhinal and inferior frontal areas. By better defining the parameters of allowable normal 
variations, the resulting information can be leveraged to distinguish normal from abnormal anatomical variants 
(Thompson et al., 1997; Narr et al., 1999). 
 
X. Pathology Detection 
 
In a probabilistic atlas, well-defined statistical criteria are required to identify significant differences in brain 
structure. These criteria can be formulated in different ways, depending on the attribute whose statistical variation 
is modeled. One approach is to use the theory of Gaussian random fields, a modeling technique used widely in 
functional image analysis (e.g., SPM; Friston et al., 1995). By contrast with functional signals, which are 
generally treated as random scalar fields, the deformation maps that quantify structural differences are treated as 
random vector fields. Instead of a field of variance values, the variability of the deformation vectors, and their 
directional tendencies, are stored using a covariance tensor at each anatomical point (Thompson et al., 1996; Cao 
and Worsley, 1999).  
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In one study (Thompson et al., 1997; cf. Cao and Worsley, 1999), we developed an approach to detect brain 
structure differences between two groups, or between an individual subject and a database of demographically 
matched subjects. Suppose Wij(x) is the deformation vector required to match the structure at position x in an 
atlas template with its counterpart in subject i of group j. (If surface models are being analyzed, rather than full 
brain volumes (Thompson and Toga, 1998), Wij(x) is the deformation vector matching parametric mesh node 
x(u,v) with its counterpart in subject i of group j.) We then model the deformations as: 
 

Wij(x) = µµµµj(x) + ΣΣΣΣ(x)1/2εεεεij(x). (1) 
 
Here µµµµj(x) is the mean deformation for group j, and ΣΣΣΣ(x) is a non-stationary, anisotropic covariance tensor field 
(Fig. 13), which relaxes the confidence threshold for detecting abnormal structure in regions where normal 
variability is extreme, ΣΣΣΣ(x)1/2 is the upper triangular Cholesky factor tensor field, and εεεεij(x) is a trivariate random 
vector field whose components are independent stationary Gaussian random fields.  
 
Deformation-Based Morphometry. A T2 or F statistic that indicates evidence of significant difference in 
deformations between the groups is calculated at each lattice location in a 3D image or parameterized 3D surface, 
to form a statistic image (Thompson et al., 1997). Under the null hypothesis of no abnormal deformations, the 
statistic image is approximated by a T2 random field. Specifically, the significance of a difference in brain 
structure between two subject groups (e.g., patients and controls) of N1 and N2 subjects is assessed by calculating 
the sample mean and variance of the deformation fields (j=1,2): 

Wµ
j(x) = ∑∑∑∑i=1 to Nj Wij(x) / Nj 

ΨΨΨΨ(x)=(1 / N1+N2-2){ ∑∑∑∑j=1 to 2 ∑∑∑∑i=1 to Nj [Wij(x)- Wµ
j(x)][ Wij(x)- Wµ

j(x)]T}.  (2) 
 

and computing the following statistical map (Thompson et al., 1997; Cao and Worsley, 1999): 
 

T2(x)= {N1N2 / (N1+N2) (N1+N2-2)} [ Wµ
2(x) - Wµ

1(x)]T [ΨΨΨΨ(x)] -1[ Wµ
2(x) - Wµ

1(x)].    (3) 
 
Under the null hypothesis, (N1+N2-2)T2(x) is a stationary Hotelling’s T2-distributed random field. At each point, 
if we let ν=(N1+N2-2) and we let the dimension of the search space be d=3, then:  
 

F(x)=((ν-d+1)/d)T2(x) ~ F d,(ν-d+1). (4) 
 

In other words, the field can be transformed point-wise to a Fisher-Snedecor F distribution (Thompson et al., 
1997). To obtain a p-value for the effect that is adjusted for the multiple comparisons involved in assessing a 
whole field of statistics, Cao and Worsley (1999) examined the distribution of the global maximum T2

max of the 
resulting T2-distributed random field under the null hypothesis. The resulting probability that T2(x) ever exceeds 
a fixed high threshold T2

max is approximated by the expected Euler characteristic Ε[χ(A(T2
max))] of the excursion 

sets of the Hotelling’s T2-distributed random field above the threshold T2
max. Then p[T2

max ≥ t] is approximated by 

∑∑∑∑n=0 to d Rnρn(t), where the number of n-dimensional resolution elements Rn=Vn/(FWHM)n depends on the 
effective full-width-at-half-max (FWHM) of the component Gaussian images εεεεij(x), and on the Euler 
characteristic (V0), caliper diameter (V1/2), surface area (2V2) and volume (V3) of the search region. The n-
dimensional EC densities are given by (Cao and Worsley, 1999): 
 

ρ0(t) = ∫∫∫∫t to ∞[Γ((ν+1)/2)/ Γ(3/2)Γ((ν-2)/2)].[1+(u/ν)]-1/2(ν+1).(u1/2/ν3/2) du, 
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ρ1(t) = ((4 ln 2)1/2/π1/2). [Γ((ν+1)/2)/ Γ(3/2)Γ((ν-1)/2)].[1+(t/ν)]-1/2(ν-1) .(t/ν), 
ρ2(t) = ((4 ln 2)/π).[Γ((ν+1)/2)/ Γ(3/2)Γ((ν-2)/2)].[1+(t/ν)]-1/2(ν-1).(t/ν)1/2.[(t/ν)-(2/(ν-2))] 
ρ3(t) = ((4 ln 2)3/2/π3/2).[Γ((ν+1)/2)/ Γ(3/2)Γ((ν-3)/2)].[1+(t/ν)]-1/2(ν-1).[(t/ν)2 +(5/(ν-3))(t/ν)+(2/(ν-1)(ν-3))] (5). 
 
The global maximum of the random deformation field, or derived tensor fields (Thompson et al., 1998, 2000), 
can be used to test the hypothesis of no structural change in disease (Worsley, 1994a,b; Cao and Worsley, 1999). 
Similar multivariate linear models can be used to test for the effect of explanatory variables (e.g., age, gender, 
clinical test scores) on a set of deformation field images (Ashburner et al., 1998; Gaser et al., 1998). This can 
help explore linkages between atlas descriptions of variance and behavioral, cognitive, or genetic parameters 
(Mega et al., 1998; Fuh et al., 1998; Le Goualher et al., 1999; Zoumalan et al., 1999).  
 
Pattern-Theoretic Approaches.  In a related approach based on pattern theory (Grenander and Miller, 
1998), deformation maps expressing variations in normal anatomies are calculated with a non-linear registration 
procedure based on continuum mechanics (Miller et al., 1993; Christensen et al., 1993). Each deformation map is 
expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of the governing operator that controls the transformations (such as the 
Laplacian ∇ 2 (Ashburner et al., 1997) or Cauchy-Navier operator (λ+µ)∇ (∇• ) + µ∇ 2 (Christensen et al., 1996). 
Gaussian probability measures are defined on the resulting sequences of expansion coefficients (Amit et al., 
1991; Grenander and Miller, 1998). Essentially this spectral formulation is a model of anatomic variability. Once 
the model parameters σk are learned (see Footnote 1), every subject’s anatomy can be represented by a feature 
vector (z1,…,zn), whose elements are just the coefficients of the deformation field required to match their 
particular anatomy with a mean anatomical template. If the parameters of anatomical variation are altered in 
disease, a pattern classifier can classify new subjects according to their statistical distance from the diseased 
group mean relative to the normal group mean (Thompson et al., 1997; Joshi et al., 1998). Currently being tested 
as a framework to encode anatomic variation, these deformable atlas systems show considerable promise in 
identifying disease-specific differences (Haller et al., 1997; Joshi et al., 1998). Bayesian algorithms for automated 
identification of brain structures, which include approaches based on deformable image registration, can benefit 
greatly from encoded information on anatomic variability (Ashburner et al., 1998; Gee et al., 1998; Grenander 
and Miller, 1998; Vaillant and Davatzikos, 1999; Pitiot et al., 1999). 
 
Footnote 1.  In Grenander’s formalism (Grenander and Miller, 1998), the distribution of the random deformation fields u(x) is 
assumed to satisfy the stochastic differential equation: 

L(u(x)) = e(x).   (6) 
 

Here L is the operator governing the deformation and e(x) is a 3×1 random noise vector field, whose coefficients in L’s eigenbasis are 
zero-mean independent Gaussian variables with variances σk

 2. If the differential operator L has eigenbasis {ϕk} with eigenvalues {λk}, a 
probability density can be defined directly on the deformation field’s expansion coefficients (z1,…,zn). If 
 

u(x) = Σkzkϕk(x)  (7) 
then: 

p(z1 ,…,zn)= exp -(1/2)(Σk=1 to n log{2πσk
 2/λk

2} + Σk=1 to n  {|λkzk|2/σk
 2})  (8) 

 
XI. Conclusion 
 
As we have seen, the essential requirement for the construction and use of atlases is registration.  Registration 
enables atlases to measure, visualize, compare and summarize brain images. An atlas can take on many forms, from 
descriptions of structure or function of the whole brain to maps of groups or populations (Fig. 1). Individual 
systems of the brain can be mapped as can relationships between subjects, modalities and attributes. Differences 
between species can even be catalogued.  But in most cases, the value added by registered brain atlases is the 
unique and critical ability to integrate information from multiple sources. The utility of an atlas is dependent upon 
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appropriate coordinate systems, registration and deformation methods along with useful visualization strategies.  
Accurate and representative atlases of brain hold enormous promise for helping to create a comprehensive 
understanding of brain in health and disease. 
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XIII.  Appendix 
 
3D Matching of Cortical Surfaces 
 
Differences in cortical patterning across subjects can be computed by using a deformation algorithm to match 
cortical surfaces across subjects. Our method (Thompson and Toga, 1996; Thompson et al., 1997, 2000) is 
conceptually similar to those of Dale and Sereno (1993), Davatzikos (1996) and Fischl et al. (1999). 3D active 
surfaces (Cohen and Cohen, 1992) extract parametric representations of each subject's cortex, by deforming a 
tiled spherical mesh into the shape of the cortex. On these surface models, corresponding networks of anatomical 
curves are identified. Specifically, 36 parametric curves are created per subject to represent the major elements of 
the gyral pattern. These include the superior and inferior frontal, central, postcentral, intraparietal, superior and 
inferior temporal, collateral, olfactory and occipito-temporal sulci, as well as the Sylvian fissures. Additional 3D 
curves are drawn in each hemisphere to represent gyral limits at the interhemispheric margin (Thompson et al., 
1997).  Stereotaxic locations of contour points derived from the data volume are then redigitized to produce 36 
uniformly parameterized cortical contours per brain, representing the primary gyral pattern of each subject 
(Thompson et al., 1997). The transformation relating these networks is expressed as a vector flow field in the 
parameter space of the cortex (Fig. 7). This vector flow field in parameter space indirectly specifies a 
correspondence field in 3D, which drives one cortical surface into the shape of another. This mapping not only 
matches overall cortical geometry, but matches the entire network of the 36 landmark curves with their 
counterparts in the target brain, and thus is a valid encoding of cortical variation. 
 
Spherical, Planar Maps of Cortex. Several simpler maps of the cortex are made to help calculate the 
transformation. Because each subject’s cortical model is arrived at by deforming a spherical mesh (MacDonald et 
al., 1993; Thompson and Toga, 1996; Davatzikos et al., 1996), any point on the cortex maps to exactly one point 
on the sphere, and a spherical map of the cortex is made which indexes sulcal landmarks in the normally folded 
brain surface. These spherical locations, indexed by two parameters, can also be mapped to a plane (Fig. 7; 
Thompson et al., 1997; Thompson and Toga, 1998). A flow field is then calculated that elastically warps one flat 
map onto the other (Fig. 8; or equivalently, one spherical map to the other). On the sphere, the parameter shift 
function u(r):Ω → Ω, is given by the solution Fpq:r→r-u(r) to a curve-driven warp in the spherical parametric 
space Ω=[0,2π)×[0,π) of the cortex (Thompson et al., 1996, 1998). For points r=(r,s) in the parameter space, a 
system of simultaneous partial differential equations can be written for the flow field u(r): 
 

L‡(u(r)) + F(r-u(r)) = 0, ∀ r∈Ω , 
u(r) = u0(r) , ∀ r∈ M0∪ M1.  (9) 
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Here M0, M1 are sets of points and (sulcal or gyral) curves where displacement vectors u(r) = u0(r) matching 
corresponding anatomy across subjects are known. The flow behavior is modeled using equations derived from 
continuum mechanics, and these equations are governed by the Cauchy-Navier differential operator L = 
µ∇ 2+(λ+µ)∇ (∇ T• ) with body force F (Thompson et al., 1996, 1998, 1999; Grenander and Miller, 1998). The 
only difference is that L‡ is the covariant form of the differential operator L, for reasons explained in the next 
section. 
  
Covariant Field Equations. Since the cortex is not a developable surface (Davatzikos, 1996), it cannot be 
given a parameterization whose metric tensor is uniform. As in fluid dynamics or general relativity applications, 
the intrinsic curvature of the solution domain should be taken into account when computing flow vector fields in 
the cortical parameter space, and mapping one mesh surface onto another; otherwise errors will arise. The result 
is a covariant regularization approach (Einstein, 1914; Thompson and Toga, 1998; Thompson et al., 1999). 
From a practical standpoint, this approach uses a mathematical trick that makes it immaterial whether a spherical 
or planar map is used to simplify the mathematics of cortical matching. Either a spherical or a planar map can be 
used. Since the flows defined on these maps are adjusted for variations in the metric tensor of the mapping, the 
results become independent of the underlying parameterization (spherical or planar). In fact, spherical and planar 
maps involve different amounts of local dilation or contraction of the surface metric, but this metric tensor field is 
stored and used later to adjust the flow that maps one cortex on another, so which one is used is immaterial. The 
covariant approach was introduced by Einstein (1914) to allow the solution of physical field equations defined by 
elliptic operators on manifolds with intrinsic curvature. Similarly, the problem of deforming one cortex onto 
another involves solving a similar system of elliptic partial differential equations (Drury et al., 1996; Davatzikos, 
1996; Thompson and Toga, 1998; Bakircioglu et al., 1999), defined on an intrinsically curved computational 
mesh (in the shape of the cortex). In the covariant formalism, the differential operators governing the mapping of 
one cortex to another are adaptively modified to reflect changes in the underlying metric tensor of the surface 
parameterizations (Fig. 7). These equations are formulated using covariant derivatives (described next), which 
allow a PDE to be run on a manifold whose Riemann curvature tensor is non-zero. 
 
Covariant Derivatives.  The covariant derivative of a (contravariant) vector field, ui(x), is defined as: 
 

ui
,k = ∂uj/∂xk + ΓΓΓΓj

ik ui   (10) 

 

(Thompson and Toga, 1998) where the ΓΓΓΓj
ik are Christoffel symbols of the second kind (Einstein, 1914). This 

expression involves not only the rate of change of the vector field itself, as we move along the cortical model, but 
also the rate of change of the local basis, which itself varies due to the intrinsic curvature of the cortex. On a 
surface with no intrinsic curvature, the extra terms (Christoffel symbols) vanish. The Christoffel symbols, 
expressed in terms of derivatives of the metric tensor components gjk(x), are calculated from the cortical model:  
 

ΓΓΓΓ i
jk = (1/2) gil (∂glj/∂xk+∂glk/∂xj-∂gjk/∂xi ).    (11) 

 
Scalar, vector and tensor quantities, in addition to the Christoffel symbols required to implement the diffusion 
operators on a curved manifold are evaluated by finite differences. These correction terms are then used in the 
solution of the Dirichlet problem (Joshi et al., 1995) for matching one cortex with another.  
 
A Variational Formulation for Surface Mappings.            A final complication is that different 
metric tensors gjk(rp) and hjk(rq) relate (1) the physical domain of the input data to the computation mesh (via 
mapping Dp

-1), and (2) the solution on the computation mesh to the output data domain (via mapping Dq). To 
address this problem, two different approaches are possible, using either (1) simultaneous covariant 
regularization, or (2) a variational formulation based on Polyakov actions and Beltrami flows (concepts from 
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high-energy physics). In the first approach (Fig. 7), the PDE L‡‡u(rq)=-F is solved first, to find a flow field 
Tq:r→r-u(r) on the target spherical map with anatomically-driven boundary conditions u(rq) = u0(rq), 
∀ rq∈ M0∪ M1. Here L‡‡ is the covariant adjustment of the differential operator L with respect to the tensor field 
hjk(rq) induced by Dq. Next, the PDE L‡u(rp)=-F is solved, to find a reparameterization Tp:r→r-u(r) of the initial 
spherical map with boundary conditions u(rp) = 0, ∀ rp∈ M0∪ M1. Here L‡ is the covariant adjustment of L with 
respect to the tensor field gjk(rp) induced by Dp. The full cortical matching field (Fig. 7, top right) is then defined 
as x→Dq(Fpq(Dp

-1(x))) with Fpq = (Tq) -1ο (Tp) -1
.  

 
A second (conceptually related) approach uses a variational formaulation to establish a p-harmonic map from one 
surface to the other (Thompson et al., 2000). If P and Q are cortical  surfaces with metric tensors gjk(ui) and 
hjk(ξα) defined in local coordinates ui and ξα (i, α=1,2), the energy density of a map between the surfaces ξ(u): 
(P,g) → (Q,h) is the functional e(ξ):P → R defined in local coordinates as:  

 
e(ξ)(u)= gij(u) ∂ξα(u)/∂uI ∂ξβ(u)/∂uj hαβ(ξ(u)) (12) 

 
The Dirichlet energy of the mapping ξ(u) (i.e. the generalization of the Hilbert space norm to curved spaces) is 
defined as:  
 

E(ξ) = ∫P  e(ξ)(u) dP,  (13) 
 
where  
 

dP=(√det[gij])du1du2.     (14) 
 
The Euler equations, whose solution ξα(u) minimizes the mapping energy, are  
 

0 = L(ξi) = Σm=1 to 2 ∂/∂um [(√det[gru]) Σl=1 to 2 gml
ur ∂ξi/∂ul ] (i=1,2), (15) 

 
(Liseikin, 1991). These equations can be discretized to produce a Beltrami flow (Sochen et al., 1999) or a 
quasilinear elliptic system (Liseikin, 1991) whose solution is a harmonic map from one surface to the other. The 
major concepts of this approach are that the resulting harmonic map (1) minimizes the change in metric from one 
surface to the other, and (2) is again independent of the parameterizations (spherical or planar) used for each 
surface.  
 
Figure Legends 
 
Fig. 1. Population-Based Digital Brain Atlases. Multimodality brain atlases combine registered image data from multiple 
imaging devices and multiple subjects in a common coordinate space, providing a more comprehensive description of brain 
structure and function than can be obtained with a single modality. This schematic shows the types of maps and models 
contained in a disease-specific brain atlas (Thompson et al., 2000), that represents the anatomy and physiology of a 
population of patients with Alzheimer’s Disease. To construct the atlas, databases of structural imaging data are used to 
develop detailed models of cortical structure and anatomic subsystems. These models are statistically combined to create 
group average models (left panels) that can be compared with a normal database. Patterns of variability, asymmetry, and 
disease-specific differences are also computed from the anatomic data. Specialized techniques create a well-resolved 
average image template for the patient population (Continuum-Mechanical Template, center right). This template provides 
a coordinate framework to link in vivo metabolic and functional data with fine-scale anatomy and biochemistry (upper 
right). In recent studies (Mega et al., 1997), histologic maps of post mortem neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) staining density 
were correlated with in vivo metabolism. 3D FDG-PET data, obtained 8 hours before death, was compared with whole-brain 
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cryosections acquired immediately post mortem and stained for NFTs by the Gallyas method. Using the algorithm of 
(Thompson and Toga, 1996; warped image), distorted tissue sections were elastically warped back to their configuration in 
the cryosection blockface (top row). A further 3D registration projected the data into pre-mortem MR and co-registered 
PET data (top right). Technical information on disease-specific atlas systems for Alzheimer’s Disease, schizophrenia, and a 
variety of pediatric disorders can be found in (Thompson et al., 2000).  
 
Fig. 2. Population-Based Maps of Ventricular Anatomy in Normal Aging and Alzheimer's Disease. (a). 3D parametric surface 
meshes (Thompson et al., 1996) were used to model a connected system of 14 tissue elements at the ventricular surface 
(partitioned along cytoarchitectural boundaries), based on high-resolution 3D MRI scans of 10 Alzheimer's patients (age: 
71.9±10.9 yrs.) and 10 controls matched for age (72.9±5.6 yrs.), gender and handedness (Thompson et al., 1998). 3D meshes 
representing each surface element were averaged by hemisphere in each group. (b),(c): The color map encodes a 3D r.m.s. 
measure of group anatomic variability shown pointwise on an average surface representation for each group, in the Talairach 
stereotaxic space. Oblique side views reveal enlarged occipital horns in the Alzheimer's patients, and high stereotaxic 
variability in both groups. (d),(e): A top view of these averaged surface meshes reveals localized patterns of asymmetry, 
variability, and displacement within and between groups. Asymmetry patterns at the ventricles and Sylvian fissure (q.v., Fig. 
3) emerge only after averaging of anatomical maps in large groups of subjects. Patterns of 3D variation can be encoded 
probabilistically to detect structural anomalies in individual patients or groups (Thompson et al., 1997, 2000; Thompson and 
Toga, 1998). 
 
Fig. 3. Population-Based Maps of 3D Structural Variation and Asymmetry. Statistics of 3D deformation maps can be 
computed to determine confidence limits on normal anatomic variation. 3D maps of anatomic variability and asymmetry are 
shown for 10 subjects with Alzheimer’s Disease (AD; age: 71.9±10.9 yrs.), and 10 normal elderly subjects matched for age 
(72.9±5.6 yrs.), gender, handedness and educational level (Thompson et al., 1998). Normal Sylvian fissure asymmetries (right 
higher than left; p<0.0005), mapped for the first time in 3D, were significantly greater in AD than in controls (p<0.0002; top 
panels). In the 3D variability maps derived for each group (lower panels), the color encodes the root mean square magnitude 
of the displacement vectors required to map the surfaces from each of the ten patients' brains onto the average. Confidence 
limits on 3D cortical variation (lower right panel), exhibited severe increases in AD from 2-4 mm at the corpus callosum to a 
peak standard deviation of 19.6 mm at the posterior left Sylvian fissure. 
 
Fig. 4. A Deformable Brain Atlas Measures Patterns of Anatomic Differences. Structure boundaries from a patient with 
clinically-determined Alzheimer's disease (top left) are overlaid on a cryosection atlas (top right), which has been registered 
to it using a simple linear transformation. A surface-based image warping algorithm is applied to drive the atlas into the 
configuration of the patients anatomy (Thompson and Toga, 1996; bottom left). Histologic and neurochemical maps 
accessible only postmortem can be transferred onto the living subject’s scan (Mega et al., 1997). The amount of deformation 
required can be displayed as a tensor map (here only 2 components of the fully 3-dimensional transformation are shown). 
Tensor maps, and derived vector or scalar fields, can be analyzed in a statistical setting to examine anatomic variation, detect 
pathology, or track structural changes over time. 
 
Fig. 5. Warping Algorithms Integrate Multi-Modality Brain Data. Histologic tissue sections, stained here to reveal 
neurofibrillary tangle density in a subject with Alzheimer’s Disease, can be compared with functional imaging data acquired 
from the same subject in vivo (Mega et al., 1997). Images of stained tissue sections (a) are elastically warped back into their 
original configuration in the cryosection blockface (b). An additional warp reconfigures the post mortem cryosection and 
histologic data back into their in vivo configuration, as imaged by pre-mortem MRI. All maps can then be correlated with 
PET data acquired in vivo from the same patient (c), which is aligned to the MR template using an additional cross-modality 
registration. [Data adapted from Mega et al., 1997]. 
 
Fig. 6. Average Brain Templates defined using Low-Order and High-Order Registration.  Axial, sagittal and coronal images 
are shown from a variety of population-based brain image templates. For comparison purposes, (a) shows a widely-used 
average intensity dataset (ICBM305) based on 305 young normal subjects, created by the International Consortium for Brain 
Mapping (Evans et al., 1994); by contrast, templates (b) and (c) are average brain templates created from high-resolution 3D 
MRI scans of Alzheimer’s Disease patients. (b) Affine Brain Template, constructed by averaging normalized MR intensities 
on a voxel-by-voxel basis data after automated affine registration; (b) Continuum-Mechanical Brain Template, based on 
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intensity averaging after continuum-mechanical transformation. By using spatial transformations of increasing complexity, 
each patient’s anatomy can increasingly be reconfigured into the average anatomical configuration for the group. After 
intensity correction and normalization, the reconfigured scans are then averaged on a pixel-by-pixel basis to produce a group 
image template with the average geometry and average image intensity for the group. Anatomical features are highly resolved, 
even at the cortex (c). Transformations of extremely high spatial dimension are required to match cortical features with 
sufficient accuracy to resolve them after scans are averaged together. 
 
Fig. 7. Maps of the Human Cerebral Cortex: Flat Maps, Spherical Maps, and Tensor Maps. Extreme variations in cortical 
anatomy (3D Models; top left) present challenges in brain mapping, because of the need to compare and integrate cortically-
derived brain maps from many subjects. Comparisons of cortical geometry can be based on the warped mapping of one 
subject's cortex onto another (top right; Thompson et al., 1997). These warps can also transfer functional maps from one 
subject to another, or onto a common anatomic template for comparison. Accurate and comprehensive matching of cortical 
surfaces requires more than the matching of overall cortical geometry. Connected systems of curved sulcal landmarks, 
distributed over the cortical surface, must also be driven into correspondence with their counterparts in each target brain. 
Current approaches for deforming one cortex into the shape of another, typically simplify the problem by first representing 
cortical features on a 2D plane, sphere or ellipsoid, where the matching procedure (i.e. finding u(r2), above) is subsequently 
performed (Thompson and Toga, 1996, Davatzikos et al., 1996; Drury et al., 1996; Van Essen et al., 1997). In one approach 
(Thompson et al., 1997), active surface extraction of the cortex provides a continuous inverse mapping from the cortex of 
each subject to the spherical template used to extract it. Application of these inverse maps to connected networks of curved 
sulci in each subject transforms the problem into one of computing an angular flow vector field u(r2), in spherical 
coordinates, which drives the network elements into register on the sphere (middle panel; Thompson and Toga, 1996). The 
full mapping (top right) can be recovered in 3D space as a displacement vector field which drives cortical points and regions 
in one brain into precise structural registration with their counterparts in the other brain. Tensor Maps (middle and lower left): 
Although these simple 2-parameter surfaces can serve as proxies for the cortex, different amounts of local dilation and 
contraction (encoded in the metric tensor if the mapping, gjk(r)) are required to transform the cortex into a simpler 2-
parameter surface. These variations complicate the direct application of 2D regularization equations for matching their 
features. A covariant tensor approach is introduced in (Thompson and Toga, 1998a,b; see red box) to address this difficulty. 
The regularization operator L is replaced by its covariant form L*, in which correction terms (Christoffel symbols, ΓΓΓΓi

jk) 
compensate for fluctuations in the metric tensor of the flattening procedure. A covariant tensor approach (Thompson and 
Toga, 1998a,b) allows either flat or spherical maps to support cross-subject comparisons and registrations of cortical data by 
eliminating the confounding effects of metric distortions that necessarily occur during the flattening procedure. 
 
Fig. 8. Gyral Pattern Matching. Gyral patterns can be matched in a group of subjects to create average cortical surfaces. (a) 
shows a cortical flat map for the left hemisphere of one subject, with the average cortical pattern for the group overlaid 
(colored lines). (b) shows the result of warping the individual’s sulcal pattern into the average configuration for the group, 
using the covariant field equations (Section VII). The individual cortex (a) is reconfigured (b) to match the average set of 
cortical curves. The 3D cortical regions that map to these average locations are then recovered in each individual subject, as 
follows. A color code (c) representing 3D cortical point locations (e) in this subject is convected along with the flow that 
drives the sulcal pattern into the average configuration for the group (d). Once this is done in all subjects, points on each 
individual’s cortex are recovered (f) that have the same relative location to the primary folding pattern in all subjects. 
Averaging of these corresponding points results in a crisp average cortex (Fig. 9). These transformation fields are stored and 
used to measure regional variability. 
 
Fig. 9. Average Cortex in Alzheimer’s Disease. The average cortical surface for a group of subjects (N=9, Alzheimer’s 
patents) is shown as a graphically rendered surface model. If sulcal position vectors are averaged without aligning the 
intervening gyral patterns (top), sulcal features are not reinforced across subjects, and a smooth average cortex is produced. 
By matching gyral patterns across subjects before averaging, a crisper average cortex is produced (bottom row). Sulcal 
features that consistently occur across all subjects appear in their average geometric configuration. 
 
Fig. 10. Matching an Individual’s Cortex to the Average Cortex. 3D variability patterns across the cortex are measured by 
driving individual cortical patterns into local correspondence with the average cortical model. (a) shows how the anatomy of 
one subject (brown surface mesh) deviates from the average cortex (white), after affine alignment of the individual data. (b) 
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shows the deformation vector field required to reconfigure the gyral pattern of the subject into the exact configuration of the 
average cortex. The transformation is shown as a flow field that takes the individual’s anatomy onto the right hemisphere of 
the average cortex (blue surface mesh). The largest amount of deformation is required in the temporal and parietal cortex 
(pink colors, large deformation). Details of the 3D vector deformation field ((b), inset) show the local complexity of the 
mapping. 
 
Fig. 11. 3D Cortical Variability in Talairach Stereotaxic Space. (a) The profile of variability across the cortex is shown 
(N=26 Alzheimer’s patients), after differences in brain orientation and size are removed by transforming individual data into 
Talairach stereotaxic space. The following views are shown: oblique frontal, frontal, right, left, top, bottom. Extreme 
variability in posterior perisylvian zones and superior frontal association cortex (16-18 mm; red colors) contrasts sharply with 
the comparative invariance of primary sensory, motor, and orbitofrontal cortex (2-5 mm, blue colors).  
 
Fig. 12. Tensor Maps Reveal Directional Biases of Cortical Variation. Tensor maps can be used to visualize the complex 
patterns of gyral pattern variation at the cortex. The maps are based on a group of 20 elderly normal subjects. Color 
distinguishes regions of high variability (pink colors) from areas of low variability (blue). Rectangular glyphs indicate the 
principal directions of variation - they are most elongated along directions where there is greatest anatomic variation across 
subjects. Each glyph represents the covariance tensor of the vector fields that map individual subjects onto their group 
average anatomic representation. The resulting information can be leveraged to distinguish normal from abnormal anatomical 
variants using random field algorithms, and can define statistical distributions for feature labeling at the cortex (cf. Le 
Goualher et al., 1999; Vaillant and Davatzikos, 1999).  
 
Fig. 13. Confidence Limits on Normal Anatomic Variation: Tensor Field Representation.  Again, two tensor maps reveal the 
preferred directions of cortical variation, after gyral pattern correspondences are taken into account (Fig. 7,8). Variability is 
greatest in temporo-parietal cortex. If cortical variations are modeled as vector field displacements of an average cortical 
model, ellipsoids of constant probability density can be computed for positions of cortical regions (relative to the average 
cortex; Thompson et al., 1996). These ellipsoids are shown, colored by the determinant of the covariance tensor. Fields of 
ellipsoids ellipses have also been used to visualize multi-directional parameters in diffusion imaging data, and offer a means 
to represent cortical variability for anomaly detection and Bayesian image labeling.  
….. 
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